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MEADOW LAKE ADVISOR
PLEASE PLEASE PLEASE
SLOW
DOWN!
Why do we have to keep repeating this request
almost every month? I live in the first building
coming into the complex and some days feel like I
need to stand in the middle of the street with one of
those checked flags they use in a drag race to halt
traffic. Isn't that a little ridiculous!!
Does there have to be a tragedy on
our street before some things
change.
For those who may be
new residents here, we will remind you
that the speed limit at Meadow Lake is
15 MPH. Please folks - are you all in
that big a hurry that you can't slow
down at least a little.
PARKING LOTS
We have not painted the lines and lettering in our lots
for 5 years now and we are getting ready to do that.
Our contractor who has done them in past years, Tom
Spicuzza, will do the work for us again and he
informed us recently that his suppliers have some
new products that are going to guarantee him a better
and more improved result that will make his
work last us a little longer.
You will all be notified in the next few weeks when
this work will begin so you can remove your cars
from the parking lots to make way for this job to
begin and be completed.

INTRODUCING:
One of our newest renters here is Bill Koczara and
Karen Besimer who have lived here about a year
now. He is also the owner and founder of Charing
Cross General Contracting Co. whose specialty is
roofs. His firm has been in the business of
installing roofs since 1969 and does quite a bit of
work related to this subject. Bill recently attended
part of one of our board meetings and brought us
warranties of all the work he has done for us thus far.
In addition, he also brought along quite a lot of
material showing us materials he uses, pictures and
diagrams of the work he has done along with his
outlook and methods on how to go about repairing
roofs. He also presented ways and methods we can
improve on replacing our roofs when the need arises
and to protect the structure and its contents as long as
possible, in addition to any damaging effects from
weather conditions. We hope to be able to work with
Bill as the need for other new roofs are needed here
at Meadow Lake. We anticipate another 2-3
additional roofs yet this season. Thank you for all the
good work Bill.
MAKING MENTION
We would like to request that our stand-alone boxes
that are mounted next to both sets of mailboxes are to
be used for Meadow Lake Association only. These
boxes were installed for only our use for
making important announcements to our residents,
not for advertisements of any type or for selling
items. Please respect our requests in this regard.
Thank you.

LAWN WATERING

MEADOW LAKE BOARD MEMBERS

Many, many thanks to of all residents who have been
diligent in taking such good care of their property
with keeping their lawns watered. Most of you have
been very conscientious about this tedious task and it
is greatly appreciated. Most lawns look extremely
nice. Unfortunately, there are a few that people don't
seen to have the time or unable to do this simple task
to show pride in their homes.
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Our property looking nice is an investment for all of
us, so yes; it does take a little work. We are down to
only a few condos that are empty right now so any
neighbors that are helping to water those lots is very
helpful. We also have several people that are
assisting with this work in the common areas as well
as helping their incapacitated neighbors, and we are
very grateful to them also. Thanks for all your
efforts.
WEEDS AND GARDEN TRASH
This morning while bringing in our recycle
containers one of your editor’s neighbor’s noticed a
paper lawn clipping bag that had been put out with
the recycle items. The trucks from Tringali, of
course, left it behind and she being a great gardener,
left it under the meters of our building for our lawn
workers to pick up.
A couple of years ago when we got brand new
brochures from our current trash collector, Tringali,
their brochure did say that they would pick up Yard
Waste but Harrison Township changed that ruling
and now yard waste must be put in the large brown
paper bags (no plastic bags) by your meters, not at
the street with normal trash. We have mentioned this
before but apparently people forget or new people
come in so it is necessary to repeat this policy.
Incidentally I was very impressed with the diligence
of Emerald Isle a few weeks ago when it rained on
Wednesday, and they came back the next day when it
also rained. Seemed like they were back almost
every day the next week to make up for the lost time.
We are fortunate to have such conscientious workers
in our employ.

WEB address: www.mymeadowlake.com
Please use phone numbers only for emergencies
IMPORTANT PHONE NUMBERS:
1-877-WASTE19 (1-877-927-8319)
Tringali Sanitation Call before leaving
large items out for pick up.
(586) 469-5151 Macomb County Sheriff Department
Dispatch. Operator. (For non-emergencies only)
And of course 911 for life or property threatening
emergencies for fire, police or ambulance. Be ready
to give address and directions to the operator,
especially if using a cell phone.

